Metro Minute

A Brief Update From Metropolitan Ceramics

Summer 2012

DID YOU KNOW?

Metropolitan Ceramics #101 Oyster Bay and #105 Buckskin meet LEED Solar Reflective Index requirements for use to reduce heat island effect outdoors.

FAQuestion of the day

Q. Can Metropolitan tile be used in or around a pool? Will chlorine hurt the tile?

A. The tile is not recommended for use in a pool. It can however be used surrounding a pool. Chlorinated water splashing on the tile will not hurt the tile.

Don't Forget!

Ironrock also manufactures METROBRICK® Thin Brick and stocks and sells the four most popular colors in modular sizes to the Metropolitan Ceramics market.

NEW Plant Tour Video

Click to see how Metropolitan Ceramics® tile is made!

SUMMER Samples Sale

All Samples HALF OFF! Click Here and Save

Update your WEBSITE Now! Download updated marketing graphics, including new installation images, logos, and electronic literature.

Click Here for more information